UNDERWOOD
PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

FREE
TO HOLDERS OF LUCKY
NUMBERED BOOKS
THIS BOOK MAY CARRY A WINNING NUMBER......

The number on the attached coupon, if drawn according to the conditions stated below, will entitle you to an Underwood Portable Typewriter free.

44 STANDARD PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS GIVEN AWAY FREE... Each week for 22 weeks during the Century of Progress Exposition the Underwood Elliott Fisher Company will give away two latest model Underwood standard portable typewriters.

Each week for 22 weeks two lucky persons will receive a new Underwood like this one.

THIS BOOK IS NUMBER A 3948

• If this is one of the winning numbers drawn from the sealed box, you will receive a letter from the Underwood Elliott Fisher Company. It will give you the name and address of the branch or dealer in your locality who will present you with a latest model Underwood Portable Typewriter. Keep this book and this lower coupon stub to identify you if you win.

UNDERWOOD PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS OUR GIFT TO HOLDERS OF LUCKY BOOKS AT THE CENTURY OF PROGRESS EXPOSITION
THIS BOOK MAY CARRY A WINNING NUMBER . . .

The number on the attached coupon, if drawn according to the conditions stated below, will entitle you to an Underwood Portable Typewriter free.

44 STANDARD PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS GIVEN AWAY FREE . . . Each week for 22 weeks during the Century of Progress Exposition the Underwood Elliott Fisher Company will give away two latest model Underwood standard portable typewriters.

Each week for 22 weeks two lucky persons will receive a new Underwood like the one pictured here, absolutely free.

YOU may be one of these lucky persons! There are no strings to this offer . . . nothing complicated about it . . . nothing to write . . . and you have as good a chance as anyone else to be one of the winners.

Just place your name and address on the coupon . . . tear the upper part of it out of the book . . . deposit it yourself in the sealed box at the Underwood Elliott Fisher booth. Keep the book! Two lucky numbers will be drawn each week. If one of those drawn is the number of your book you will be entitled to a new Underwood Portable absolutely without a penny of cost and you will receive a letter notifying you how and where to get it.

Each drawing of lucky numbers will be conducted by a disinterested person in no way connected with the Underwood Elliott Fisher Company.

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER CO.
342 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
YOU'LL ENJOY ALL THE CONVENIENCE AND FEATURES OF THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS TYPEWRITER... The Underwood Portable is a real typewriter that gives you the same high standard of typewriter performance as the Underwood Standard office machine... the most famous typewriter in the world of business... the machine used by speed champions for a quarter of a century.

Standard keyboard... 42 keys writing 84 characters... capital and small letters... shift lock... standard line spacer... paper and carriage release levers... shift key... quiet key and carriage action... beautifully finished metal parts... graceful lines and gleaming finish... these features make the Underwood Portable a personal writing machine that will take care of all your correspondence, notes, and miscellaneous work.

EVERYWHERE IT GIVES WINGS TO WORDS AND MAKES WRITING EASIER... In the school... in the office... in the home... or on a business or pleasure trip... wherever words are written and there is a premium on speed, accuracy, and neatness... the Underwood is the preferred writing instrument. "Over 4,000,000 satisfied users" testify to Underwood popularity and recognized efficiency.
UNDERWOOD
GIVING WINGS TO WORDS
FOR OVER 35 YEARS.....

• For 35 years Underwood has been the acknowledged leader in word writing . . . in speeding the world's written records. Underwood has pioneered the major advancements that have made business communication fast, accurate, and efficient, where four decades ago it was slow, laborious, and wasteful. This leadership Underwood has maintained without interruption . . . fostering the training of skilled operators . . . and speeding up typewriting methods by winning 25 consecutive world's typewriting championship contests.

Product of UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER COMPANY
UNDERWOOD
ELLIOTT FISHER
PRODUCTS
Speed Figuring and
Accounting throughout
the Business World

Today the prestige of this great organization is world-wide... 94 out of every 100 business persons know the name Underwood... and the leadership of Underwood Elliott Fisher products is recognized in every line of business endeavor in every corner of the business world.

Every demand of business for quicker, better, and simplified methods has been met by Underwood Elliott Fisher with new advancements, new machines. To every writing and figuring transaction they bring the split-second speed that has made possible the fast pace of today's business.
UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER
ACCOUNTING MACHINE
Sundstrand Model

UNDERWOOD SUNDSTRAND
ADDING-FIGURING MACHINE

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER
SUPPLIES... These smaller items... of great importance and deserving of your careful selection... can be purchased from our nearest branch office or representative with assurance of complete satisfaction and a worthwhile saving in cost.

RIBBONS
CARBON APER
CARBON ROLLS
TALLY ROLLS
ADDING MACHINE ROLLS
RUBBER CUSHION KEYS
OIL
TYPE CLEANER
AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS HIGH GRADE SUPPLIES
UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER AT
"A CENTURY OF PROGRESS"
CHICAGO, 1933

This complete display of Underwood Elliott Fisher machines that speed every writing and figuring operation of modern business is well worth several visits. We want you to see it.

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER COMPANY
342 Madison Avenue • New York

Information about all products can be obtained at branch offices located in all principal cities.